
Dearly Beloved, 
“Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may 

be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall 
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man” (Luke 
21:36).

Today’s News Was Written 2000 Years Ago!
When you read Luke 21, it is like reading today’s 

news: 
•	Widow women, (and single mothers) making great 
sacrifices for God.
•	The destruction of great buildings (World Trade 
Center).
•	False Christs (“leaders with forged identities”—The 
Message) rising up, deceiving the people into believing 
they are going to change things for the better.
•	Nation rising against nation, and kingdom against 
kingdom.
•	Earthquakes (China lost thousands in dreadful 
earthquakes in Szechwan Province this year).
•	Famine in many nations (thousands are dying of 
hunger every week).
•	Pestilence (thousands of acres of our best forests in 
USA and Canada are being devastated by uncontrolled 
fires and worms that destroy the life of the tree).
•	Fearful sights in the heavens (dire predictions 
concerning Planet X which is heading towards our 
earth).
•	Persecution, torture, murdering, and imprisonment of 
Christians (Iran, Iraq, India, North Korea, China, and 
many more places, even in USA).
•	Betrayal of friends (false accusation against Christians 
by other Christians—particularly on the Internet).
•	Jerusalem under attack, with the threat of becoming a 
divided city.
•	People fleeing their homes to hide in forests and 
mountains (in Orissa Province, India, over 100 
Christians [30 pastors] killed by mobs of fanatical 
Hindu extremists).

•	Revolutions stirred up by rebels causing masses of 
people to flee from one country to another, especially 
in Africa—(Somalia, Sudan, Zimbabwe, etc).
•	Great distress in the nations.
•	Economy collapsing worldwide.
•	Famine, plagues, perversion, overeating and drinking, 
drunkenness and illegal drugs.
•	The cares of this life (many are working two jobs 
trying to make ends meet).

I wonder if verse 23 is not referring to the millions 
of unwanted and aborted pregnancies, infanticide, 
euthanasia and assisted suicides. All of these will cause 
great distress of nations, with perplexity, as the wrath of 
God is roused up in a way we have never seen. For men’s 
hearts will fail them for fear as the earth and the heavens 
are shaken by Him, and the oceans of the world will roar 
with mighty tsunami waves, as high as mountain ranges, 
making whole islands and lowlands and coastal areas 
flooded and disappear by the hand of Almighty God.
THE PARADIGM SHIFT: All that we are seeing in our 
day is a sign that the “times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.” 
There has been a paradigm shift in God’s calendar. Jesus 
admonished us in Luke 21:27-36: “And then shall they 
see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and 
great glory. And when these things begin to come to pass, 
then look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption 
draweth nigh…When ye see these things come to pass, 
know ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand. Verily 
I say unto you, This generation shall not pass away, till 
all be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my 
words shall not pass away. And take heed to yourselves, 
lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting 
[overeating] and drunkenness, and cares of this life, and 
so that day come upon you unawares. For as a snare 
shall it come on all them that dwell on the face of the 
whole earth. Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye 
may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that 
shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.” 
GOOD NEWS!  How comforting, that in the midst of 
this bleak picture of darkness and death, we have the 
wonderful promise of Jesus, that it is just in such a time as 
this, we can have hope, for we know that “our redemption 
draweth nigh,” and that the Kingdom of God is coming 
just now! But He warns us to be careful that we are not 
overtaken by careless living, sin, and worldliness. We 
must watch and pray always (live a life of prayer), so that 
we may be counted worthy to escape all these dreadful 
things which have already begun to happen. Wake Up!
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The House of Peace is sponsoring “For Zion’s 
Sake” prayer journeys.  These groups will be 
limited to a maximum of 10. The Journeys are not 
holy site tours, but prayer assignments on site in 
Jerusalem and Galilee.  There will also be teaching 
sessions at the House of Peace and much more. 
We will visit where ever the Spirit of God directs.  
End-Time Handmaidens and Servants will be 
given priority for registration, but we do welcome 
all intercessors to register!  For Zion’s Sake we 
will not be silent!!!  For more information, please 
email Marylois: contactHOP@yahoo.com
 •  January 24-February 4, 2009.  
 • April 18-29, 2009.  
 • May 23-June 3, 2009.  
 • September 12-23, 2009.  

YOU HAVE WAITED A WHOLE YEAR FOR 
THIS MAGAZINE: There are several reasons, the 
main one being TIME — O, how time flies by each day! 
You wake up, intending to do so many things, but at the 
end of the day, it seems you spent the day chasing down 
“rabbit trails.” Another reason, is our SHORTNESS OF 
STAFF—as Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill said 
during WWII (August 20, 1940), “Never in the field 
of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so 
few.” Our staff is overloaded with work. The third reason 
is MONEY. It costs close to $20,000 to print and send out 
this magazine. I know you get a lot of mail from many 
ministries, but this is the ONLY one of its kind. There is 
no other magazine of this high a caliber. It’s the Voice of 
God speaking out of the Heavens to you!

PASS IT ON!  Please don’t put this magazine in the 
corner, we write to help people to live a deeper life in God, 
and prepare them for the Coming of the Lord. We also try 
to give you a burden for souls, a love for the nations, and 
a burden for your country. Sometimes we use articles we 
have used before (“Washington’s Vision”), as we feel it is 
a timely message for today. When I was told that the story 
might not be true, I asked Bert Crevier, who experienced 
a visit to Heaven, if he had seen George Washington when 
he was in Heaven. He told me that he had seen him, and 
talked with him, and the founding fathers of our nations. I 
asked him to share this with our friends. The veil between 
earth and Heaven is growing thinner all the time. 

THE FEATURE ARTICLE: The Feature Article 
beginning on the front page tells of an end-time vision 
I experienced. God gave it to me in 1973. I have never 
been permitted to print it for the public. But things are 
winding down, and I feel free to release it. It came to me 
in Chicago, while having devotions around our table after 
we had shared a meal. It was like watching a TV screen. 
I saw picture after picture, and as I saw these scenes, I 
spoke them out and described them to the others at the 
table. Jim grabbed a tape recorder and recorded it exactly 
as I saw it, so you are getting the whole story.

THANK YOU FOR STANDING WITH ME! I 
appreciate the way you have continued to send support 
and pray for me since Papa Jim went Home. I couldn’t 
make it without a friend like you. We will finish this race 
together…real soon! 

Be ready! Stay close to the Lord! Keep prayed up! 
Live a holy life!    

Dates to Remember
Watch our website for special events 

details: www.therevivalcall.org

December 28, 2008 – January 1, 2009   Anointed Youth  
Winter Retreat. (Ages 13-19) Engeltal Valley, Jasper, 
Arkansas.  Contact Kathy Miller (479) 484-5431 

March 15 -18 2009 Branch Officers Retreat. 
Engeltal Valley, Jasper, Arkansas. 
Contact Branch Office (870) 446-2252

March 19-22, 2009 Winter Camp Meeting. 
Engeltal, Ozark Glory Tabernacle 
Jasper, Arkansas. Contact Rona (870) 446-2252.

May 7-9, 2009     Honoring the Mothers Conference. 
MorningStar Fellowship Church at Heritage International 
Ministries, 375 Star Light Drive, Fort Mill, SC 29715 
www.morningstarministries.org

June 12-14, 2009  Blue Mountain Christian Retreat. 
New Ringgold, PA  
Contact (570) 386-2154       www.bmcr.org

July 7 -11, 2009 World Convention. 
St. Louis Airport Marriott Hotel 
St. Louis, MO. www.therevivalcall.org

July 30 - August 3, 2009 Calvary Pentecostal Campground. 
Ashland, VA http://calvarycampground.org 
Contact (804) 798-7756

August 20-23, 2009 International Ministers Forum Convention. 
Dayton, OH, Contact Pastor Doris Swartz (937) 228-1717

A Word from Sister Gwen — cont. from page 2

Sister Gwen

http://eth-s.org/Events.htm
www.morningstarministries.org
www.bmcr.org
http://calvarycampground.org
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Sounds of Glory Change Black Holes
by Shelli Jones Baker, PhD, © 2008

(Excerpts from Oceans of Glory ©2001) 
Receive A Ministry Of Creative Miracles

When I took a great and uncertain step toward answering 
the call of ministry in the summer of 1980, selling all my 
possessions, buying a one-way bus ticket to attend a Bible 
School two thousand miles away, the Lord met me at a 
Camp meeting there, in an unforgettable visitation that 
permanently sealed my fate and destination with no further 
question. But the commission and revelation He poured out 
upon my soul: “I Command you to receive a ministry of 
Creative Miracles” remains a challenge to my faith to this 
very day, though I see such manifestations on a continuous 
and more frequent basis every year that I live and minister. 

But in such a staggering commission, that would 
demand all faith and no doubt, He was merciful to provide 
the key: “In the day that your knowledge becomes full, so 
shall your faith!” 

In the past thirty years, I have come to understand 
that curious statement in three ways: “Now faith is the 
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not 
seen” (Hebrews 11:1).

1. NOW is currently abiding in Him, His Presence, 
intimately. Knowing Him, His moods, His word; logos and 
rhema, as one would know a lover, as did Adam and Eve, 
companionship that impregnates and births substance that 
previously was not. Quite often before a creative miracle 
takes place, I will notice a vivid dusting of light-filled, three-
dimensional, amber-toned, dust-like, minute pinpricks of 
glistening inexplicable substance on the palms of my hands. 
I have learned to muse, “What meaneth this?” and put my 
“spiritual antenna up” immediately, stopping conversation, 
activities and even sermons or song performances. Who is 
the Holy Spirit about to heal? I’ve learned to cooperate with 
Him and zero in on them from a platform like radar, most 
often meeting with amazing success and unusual miracles. 
The deaf hear. The dumb speak. The blind see. The lame 
walk. Barren wombs bear. Damaged knees bend. Fused 
backs bend. Broken bones heal. Missing parts return! 

2. Knowledge also becomes full or pregnant with things, 
when you spend time in the Word meditating. Romans 10 
states that “Faith comes by hearing and hearing by the 
word of God.” After suffering a tumor the size of an orange 
in 1994, I discovered what it means literally to believe that 
God’s Word is medicine to ALL my flesh and health to my 
navel (or the core of my being). You can read the entire 
testimony that took almost a year to gain on my web site: 
http://www.glory-train.com/healingtips.html .   During 
that time, when surgery was a rejected route for various 

reasons, I was introduced to Dodi Osteen’s testimony. She 
was healed of metastatic cancer of the liver in 1981. Given 
up to die at 98 lbs. with no hope even from chemo, she and 
her husband, a Baptist Preacher turned Charismatic, decided 
to literally bank on this scripture. She read every single 
healing promise she could find hundreds of times daily until 
she outlived the diagnosis and was declared cancer free and 
has been for over thirty years now! I listened to her tape 
non-stop for over nine months day and night and the “two-
edged sword” did its mighty work! One side of it, hearing 
the Word, built up my weak, doubt-riddled faith to receive. 
The other side spoke to the inanimate object of disease and 
illegal tissue in my body, a mountain that was forced to 
dissolve. I too was declared tumor free! 

3. Knowledge becomes full also when you pay attention 
to natural signposts that confirm or explain spiritual 
principals. And that is what Sister Gwen and I discussed 
today on the phone when she asked me to write this article 
for her newsletter. 

“I am more scientific than science itself.”
In the visitation that lasted four hours in 1980, Jesus 

said to me, “I am more scientific than science itself and 
science will never figure Me out. The Father thinks at a 
higher speed than the speed of light. His Divine thoughts 
pronounced and uttered, come forth at higher speeds of light 
than what is in your universe of only a mere 186,000 miles 
per second, which your scientists have yet to discover [since 
that date they have declared two higher realms of light now 
known!] As the revolutions of those creative words wind 
down, moving away from their divine source, they lose 
speed, and matter is formed and seen.” I was shown the 
flash of a nuclear blast in His illustration and the fallout 
was explained to me and more details about this process. 
He then told me that uranium was not the densest substance 
to create fission from for such explosions. He talked about 
much denser matter in the universe, and He told me that I 
would one day explain these things to NASA scientists. This 
has now happened three times by their private inquiry! 

In response to all of that visitation, I have kept 
my ears perked for any articles on physics concerning 
nanotechnology and deep space science and sound. The 
sounds of glory create. 

Recently I found one that particularly impressed me 
as both a missing key and a challenge to my theology 
and understanding of Creative miracles. It was an article 
that discussed the passing of a brilliant physicist who had 
proven to the Academy of Science that black holes were 
not nebulous clusters of negative space but rather the 

http://www.glory-train.com/healingtips.html
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“densest matter in the universe!” He went on to prove 
that they actually consisted of stars that had decayed and 
caved in upon themselves, sucking all matter within their 
gravitational pull into the vortex of their existence. If those 
black holes could be reversed, then huge unknown universes 
could come forth back out of them. And though they appear 
to be dead stars, these black holes actually live in an evil, 
active way, continuing like quicksand to grab anything that 
passes by in deep space—a zillion miniature hells pulling 
life into them forever. 

Hmm.... what does that sound like? Let’s see... 
Lucifer, the Keeper of Light

In Isaiah we read about a being named Lucifer, who 
was the keeper of light, an archangel. He had two unique 
qualities: he ruled over light, or ordered it or kept it in 
some celestial order and in that realm of authority he led 
the angels or living stars of the heavens. He caused there to 
remain a cloud of glory manifesting continuously around 
the secrets of God’s inner chambers by another unique 
characteristic of his being: Sound. Sounds of Glory! Sounds 
of music. Heaven sang with him in this united effort until 
a split second of self-ordained pride was found within him 
caused by his jealousy of God. Light and Sound produced 
a heavenly “substance.” When his pride caused a fall from 
this grace, he shot like a star from the heavens. His kingdom 
or throne, or sphere of authority, collapsed with him and 
a third of all of Heaven, the stars or beings or angels fell 
with him! The New Testament tells us that they are “black 
angels,” locked or sealed in “chains of darkness” forever. 
They are not demons cast to earth looking for bodies to 
possess. No, they are more dangerous and powerful than 
that, locked away forever. No mercy. Their kingdoms or 
celestial positions will never be known again. Black holes? 
A chain of them? A massive network across the galaxies, 
spread out in a ban or pattern that science now discovers? 
Thought-provoking, isn’t it? Herein is a key to understanding 
creation and recreation and creative miracles. 

For the dissertation for my PhD in Christian Education, 
I wrote about the history of revival and creative miracles. 
One footnote concerned the work of Norman and Setterfield, 
two physicists who were busy splitting atoms, investigating 
light spectrums, celestial sounds of quasars and “singing 
stars.” You can find this information in my book, Oceans 
of Glory. 

To the astonishment of Norman and Setterfield, they 
suddenly found a cataclysmic disturbance in the consistency 
of the light spectrum of deep space. One band of light still 
runs at 186,000 miles per second as Albert Einstein thought 
it did in the development of his theory of relativity, which he 
was able to discover in part through 15 years of meditation 
on the first five books of Genesis from his Jewish Torah! 

But these two scientist found more than Einstein had 
discovered. They found that another spectrum of light 

exists, a band that is not consistent, but rather decayed and 
decaying! But what caused it? How did it affect earth and 
earth TIME? What are its sounds or absence of sounds all 
about? Hmm... 

Could it be explained in two scriptures: Isaiah’s account 
of a sudden fall by the keeper of celestial light, Lucifer? 
Shooting like a star to earth, bringing down his kingdom 
around him in a black hole only upon which he now would 
rule as the prince of darkness? And a third of Heaven likewise 
absorbing into their imploded beings and kingdoms: a band 
across the heavens of black holes? 

What If? 
Here is the keystone scripture that confirms it all or is 

confirmed by this discovery: 
Genesis 1:1 states that God created the Heavens (Ha 

sha mayim) and earth (Eretz). All that He does is perfect and 
in divine order, reflecting His perfection, of course. So then 
how did the next verse evolve and why? “And the earth 
became without form and was void and darkness was upon 
the face of the deep and the Spirit of God brewed or hovered 
or meditated over it....” 

What became without form and was void? Why did it 
happen? Why isn’t it explained? 

Could it not be the fall of Lucifer, bringing a catastrophic 
disturbance in the heavens, the Ha sha mayim, the place 
where celestial bodies flow as the Hebrew definition 
reveals? Could it not be an indescribable tragedy that even 
God Himself cares not to revisit with words or explanations? 
Have you ever grieved so hard over the death of someone 
you loved that you can’t talk about it? We have emotions 
that mirror our Creator. 

He did not deem it profitable to discuss with Moses in 
the dictation of the story of creation and we will not benefit 
from fantasy theories about the depths of it either, other than 
to examine it at face value. 

A perfect celestial system of light and matter, guarded 
by a being who was allowed to utilize the properties of light 
and sound, who erred in an altered agenda for his purpose, 
who fell instantly and became a black hole of an existence 
bringing down the stars or angels of Heaven in like manner. 
Death. Celestial silence. A primeval soup of nothingness. 
Eons or moments? It doesn’t matter. Nobody accounted it 
with time. It was too dangerous to sing over, speak over or 
ever revisit. 

But God couldn’t bare the loneliness for eternity. He is 
a Being of love and longs for fellowship. So for whatever 
the reasons, He brooded until He decided to take the risk! 

Cautiously He brooded. Then He spoke. 
There was a cosmic explosion of great force in a changed 

spectrum of decay turning to substance suddenly! 
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We can only imagine the dynamics of that terrific shift 
and force. 

The Voice of God
A voice interrupted the silence Lucifer had left behind. 

A voice replaced his music. 
THE VOICE of God that the Jews still refer to as being 

one they are able to hear in their spirits. 
THE VOICE exploded! A BIG BANG of sound! God 

said! 
“Let there be light!” and there was light! It illuminated 

things in that black hole, that primeval fluid of the swirling 
deep and whatever was in there reversed! Reversed the 
curse! 

In a measure, that is! With limitations, that is! 
Jeremiah said that every created thing finds its boundary. 

Hmm... Science tells us that all atomic substance finds its 
molecular boundaries and adheres to other atoms of like 
substance. They say that atoms talk to each other, call each 
other in subatomic voices, vibrations called quarks. 

A Scottish physicist named Higgs called the discovery 
of the quark that exists below the minute level of a proton or 
electron of light, a “Sound Boson” or “Voice Particle.” He 
discovered it while smashing atoms one day. 

God’s voiceprint and creative batteries are hidden at the 
root or base of every single atom in the universe! Tiny minute 
guidance systems on autopilot tell them what to become and 
where to adhere: to like substances! And curiously enough, 
what happens if that voice boson is missing? The quark 
reverses the atomic activity and negates into the swift and 
final motion of death and non-existence, rushing backwards 
into none other than, guess what? A black hole! Hmm.... 

Back to Genesis 1. Over the dark, inexplicable deep the 
Holy Spirit hovered, brooded, meditated, searched, planned, 
decided. Then He spoke! 

A light wave, married to a sound wave: Light Be! 
Light and Sound create the first law of thermodynamics 

and produce matter. Einstein’s theory of relativity, E=mc2, 
comes from that. 

Next limits are declared, boundaries are defined, seasons, 
celestial bodies, animals, minerals, herbs.... and at last one 
curious lump of inanimate clay remains before Him.

Does He dare? Speak to it? Call to it? Give it life? A will 
to obey? A will to err? A will to love? A will to fellowship? 
A will to destroy it all again? 

Jesus said if man fails to praise Him that the rocks and 
stones — the clay if you will — shall cry out. 

Hmm.... does clay have a voice that God can hear? 
A quark buried deep within every atom of it maybe? 
Something like the elements of objects once caught in black 

holes groaning as creation groans now towards a day of 
redemption and recreation? Hmm... Selah 

Whatever God heard. Whatever God decided.. He took 
the risk. 

Man: A Living, Speaking Soul
In His very breath, His Nefesh in Hebrew, He awakened 

the lump of clay in all of its mysterious and genius design. 
And it rose up. It answered Him. It became as the Hebrew 
version more accurately describes it, “A living, speaking 
soul!” A man, made in the image of God. You can’t have 
an image without light illuminating it. A light-filled, glory-
filled three-dimensional substance rose up and spoke! 

It looked like God, its Creator. It sounded somewhat 
like God, its Creator. And it acted like God, calling the 
animals that were not what they are, with God. Man’s first 
assignment, was to walk and talk in the school of recreation, 
putting a garden in order with God. A planet in order. His 
commission was to guard it, and populate it and watch out 
for the fallen creature that lurked jealously upon it. What a 
risk! What a setup! 

This was a being with a powerful creative voice, given 
the authority to dominate and subdue and multiply, IF it 
stayed in tune and in fellowship with God. IF it guarded the 
planet from a being that had also once possessed a glory-
filled, light-filled voice — a cunning creature that hated 
God and now man. Having no light of his own, he could 
from now on steal what light man might reflect and deceive, 
if given audience to thoughts and words, so as to appear as 
an angel of light. 

Does a dead being, a tumor, a decaying planet, a sinful 
society frighten or stump God? No! Not if He can call life 
in intricate form from black holes! He’s done it once, he 
can do it again! But what rebels against Him will lose its 
permission to bear His image and be withdrawn forever in 
the consuming presence of His fire. The book of Hebrews 
tells us that God Himself is a consuming fire! 

A Glory-Filled Voice
And what great power is in a glory-filled voice? We see 

it in Genesis and in Acts. 
When Adam lost his glory-filled voice, God somehow 

couldn’t find him when He returned to the garden. Like a 
sonar without a signal, Adam’s voiceprint had disappeared 
in his fall. The dominion was gone. The eternal quality was 
fading and death, like a black hole, was sucking life from 
him. God mercifully interrupted the process, banished Satan 
to crawl, and set a time line for the planet not to self-destruct 
by prophesying to Eve about the seed from her womb and 
its descendants that would bring forth a Redeemer. A seed 
of light would come forth not by man impregnating her 
descendant, but by God’s prophetic word! God’s sound of 
Glory! The creation cycle is seen again! 
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And how do we see Mary conceive? An announcement 

is made by the visitation of an angelic being of light, and the 
Holy Spirit overshadows and consumes her in His presence. 
Jesus, “the light that lighteth every man” that comes into 
the world is conceived and nine months later is born. John 
speaks of Him that way. Every man has a portion of that 
light. The essence of that spirit force of divine light, or the 
spark of divine voice and light, have left a voiceprint of 
every person’s name in the Lamb’s book of Life! Our battle 
is not to light their candle or put light within them, but rather 
to prevent it from going out, to prevent their name or record 
from disappearing from the book of life! Their DNA like 
the DNA of Abel’s blood speaks. Genesis 4 and Hebrews 12 
mention that sound crying out to Heaven. A man living in 
darkness that sees your light will be drawn to it inexplicably 
and with wisdom we can cause them to leave the bounds of 
darkness and live in the light of Jesus Christ by using their 
voice to receive him! The book of Romans says they must 
only believe and confess to be saved! Sight and Sound! 
Revelation and Confession will cause New Birth. 

The Fiery Visitation
Now in the book of Acts we see the creation cycle where 

man is concerned repeating once more in part. Jesus has 
resurrected. His blood was shed, emptied from His body, 
and its voice is pleading at the mercy seat of Heaven above! 
In a body of flesh and bones, with glorified light instead of 
blood, He breathes on His followers and promises them that 
the Holy Spirit is going to consume them with fire and give 
them power. His nefesh, or breath was Glory. He prayed that 
God the Father would “Glorify” them as He was glorified. 
And He did! On the day of Pentecost, that marks the fiery 
visitation of God descending from Heaven in a cloud over 
Mt Sinai, the Holy Spirit visits mankind again. Fire is seen. 
Light! And then sound! Sounds of Glory erupt out of those 
gathered in fasting and prayers in the upper room! They speak 
and hear in languages they have never learned and they are 
consumed with power as drunken men overwhelmed and 
transformed. They wobble out on the streets and overspill 
that Glory upon an unsuspecting, hardened population. The 
rocky hearts do cry out! Peter stands on the temple stairs, 
the place where the blood of lambs is spilled and explains 
the interpretation of the tongues. It is the story of the blood 
covenant. It is the story of the Glory! And three thousand 
are born again in a day! 

They begin to call those things that be not as though 
they are and miracles occur daily! Creative miracles, raising 
of the dead! Signs and wonders and miracles. Evidence not 
in the theology of man or his wisdom, but in the power of 
God! An empire is overturned to Christianity and the miracle 
of all of that is ongoing! Wow! 

Pray in Tongues!
Jude tells us to build up our most holy faith by praying 

in tongues of this Holy Spirit power! Why don’t we then, 
more than we do? We are admonished to pray in the Spirit 

and pray out the mysteries of our faith — the things we 
don’t know. We are to supplicate and intercede. But we are 
not to be left in powerless, helpless, hopeless ignorance and 
lack of the answers that we quest. 

For when we know not what to pray, the Holy Spirit 
takes hold together with us and prays through us with sighs 
too deep to utter. He certainly knows about the deep and 
what is in it too deep to utter. And He certainly knows how 
to rearrange death and destruction in the black holes of life 
and call those things that be not as though they are with His 
powerful voice! 

What do you lack? Health? What is your black hole? 
Have you been on autopilot and strayed too close to the 
edge of Satan’s black hole and kingdom of darkness? Are 
you helplessly being drawn in? 

Well Pray! 
Let the Holy Spirit find His Voice in you and you find 

His voice and your voice in Him! 
Pray in the tongues of heavenly, glory-filled sounds! 
Decree and declare those things that be not as though they 

were—not on your agenda, but in His presence, find His! 
Come into divine order and watch what He can do 

through you! 
NOW faith is the substance of .... what? Your missing 

health? Your missing wealth? Your missing loved ones’ 
salvation? Your missing power to overcome? The 
rearrangement of evil in the community around you? 

Wow! What black hole do you face that is too hard for God 
to fix? IS ANYTHING TOO HARD FOR THE LORD? One 
Word From God Can Change Your World!  

OCEANS OF GLORY — Dr. Shelli Baker. Do 
you know what the cycles of revival are? How 
does a creative miracle begin? In the Oceans of 
God’s Glory, you can be in His Presence with no 
sounding to His depths or limits to His boundaries. 
 ...................................................#006601  $12.99

THE TRAVAIL OF THE FLAG — Dr. Shelli Baker. 
Shelli Jones Baker painted a prophetic vision into a 
mural that gives new meaning to the nickname of 
the American Flag: Ol’ Glory”. Where the Spirit of 
the Lord is THERE is Liberty!”......#006602  $10.00
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shake up was actually the Lord’s JUDGMENT on the trading systems of 
the world — But at the very same time, I sensed His great mercies start 
to flow and His overwhelming compassions and fervency of His love for 
His own Household — for YOU His child. And it seemed to me that the 
Lord was saying a very different thing to His children.

And He said, “Wendy — I want you to tell My people that THEY DO 
NOT HAVE TO FEAR.

“Things will get ROUGH 
“Things will get TURBULENT 
“BUT I WILL KEEP THEM SAFE IN THE EYE OF THE STORM 
“Tell My people — It is time to fly by the instruments by the weapons 

of their warfare 
“It is time for them to fly by FAITH 
“BY ENDURANCE 
“BY PERSERVERANCE 
“FOR THEM TO WALK IN THE OPPOSITE SPIRIT OF THE AGE 

BECAUSE they have set their love on Me,” the Lord said, 
“BECAUSE they have set their heart on Me, BECAUSE they have 

set their substance on Me, SURELY I will deliver them.” 
And the Father said to Me, “I am MOVED — I am greatly MOVED 

FOR My people and BY the prayers of My people at this time.” 
A NOOSE AROUND THE NECKS OF THE BANKERS 

And then I saw the word “BABYLON” and I saw Babylon above 
WALL STREET and THE FEDERAL RESERVE was there above Wall 
Street. Then I saw a noose that was around the necks of the bankers, 
many bankers, institutions in the city and in Wall Street and then I saw 
the spirit of Babylon just pull on that noose and it started to get so tight 
around that noose and then I saw Jesus. 

Jesus Christ was there walking through Wall Street and He noted 
every Christian, every follower of His and there were many followers 
who were actually IN banks and institutions. 
I SAW A SPIDER’S WEB FROM WALL STREET TO WASHINGTON

I saw believers there who were PRAYING and then I saw a spider’s 
web, a huge spider’s web, and I saw the spider’s web go from Wall 
Street and it went to Washington and it went through Congress and the 
Senate and then up to the White House. 

And then I saw a very strange thing. I saw two huge FUEL LINES I 
did not understand (a day later I sensed strongly they represented OIL) 
and these two fuel lines came directly from Wall Street into the White 
House and into the Treasury, I saw the word “TREASURY” in large black 
capitals. 

HIDDEN AGREEMENTS — HIDDEN COVENANTS —  
PRAY FOR TRUTH AND EXPOSURE OF DARKNESS 

And I felt that the Lord said there are HIDDEN AGREEMENTS — 
HIDDEN COVENANTS and I knew that the Lord said that we as believers 
need to pray at this time for TRUTH and to PRAY FOR EXPOSURE 
OF DARKNESS. That’s what the Lord said. And He said that THERE 

Eye of the Storm 
Prophetic Word by Wendy Alec

And THE LORD SAID — “Tell My people that THEY DO 
NOT HAVE TO FEAR. Things will get ROUGH — Things will get 
TURBULENT— BUT I WILL KEEP THEM SAFE IN THE EYE OF THE 
STORM.”

The Lord woke me up in the early hours of the morning the week 
before the bailout was passed — It was around four a.m. in the morning 
and I kept hearing one sentence over and over again and that sentence 
was “EYE OF THE STORM — EYE OF THE STORM,” then I started to 
hear Psalm 91 as well, and I said to the Lord — “Father — Your people 
are very familiar with Psalm 91,” but I sensed this was DIFFERENT — 
there was such a specific and powerful rhema anointing on this Psalm 
concerning the current financial situation.

“He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall 
remain stable and fixed under the shadow of the Almighty whose 
power no foe can withstand. You shall not be afraid of the terror of 
the night nor of the arrow, the evil plot slanders of the wicked or the 
NASDAQ OR THE DOW JONES THAT PLUMMETS by day.

“A thousand may fall at your side and ten thousand at your 
right hand but it shall not come near you because you have made 
the LORD your refuge.”

And I sensed that the Lord was so deeply moved by the prayers 
and cries of His children regarding the current economic turmoil and I 
believe that He is talking to some of you right now and He’s saying:

“BELOVED CHILD — BELOVED SON — BELOVED DAUGHTER 
BECAUSE YOU HAVE MADE ME — THE LORD — THE MOST 
HIGH — YOUR REFUGE AND YOUR DWELLING PLACE, I SHALL 
PROTECT YOU. BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR HEART 
— BECAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR LIFE — BECAUSE YOU 
HAVE GIVEN ME YOUR SUBSTANCE — YOUR SUBSTANCE SHALL 
BE PROTECTED IN THE EYE OF THE STORM. FOR I THE MOST 
HIGH AND LIVING GOD SHALL BY MY OWN RIGHT ARM PROTECT 
YOUR SUBSTANCE EVEN IN THE EYE OF THE STORM.”

And I remembered a prophecy the Lord had given me so many 
years ago in 1999 in the Journal of the Unknown Prophet,� part of which 
had said:

“And so great terror shall strike at the heart of those who 
have ruled the nations by control and manipulation — by trade 
and by extortion — as they see their idols collapse before them. 
And so the great shaking and the judgments upon the Earth shall 
begin... They exchange the worship of Me, the Living God, for that 
of stocks and shares and gold and bonds — for the worship of oil 
and armaments. They have exchanged their souls for that which 
cannot save them. For so it is that as their life expires, all they have 
amassed in the high places of the Earth, all their idols shall stand 
silent.”

And I knew with a great dread that part of what we 
were all experiencing in the tumult of the world economic 
� Journal of the Unknown Prophet by Wendy Alec  
is available from Engeltal Press, call (870) 446-2665  
to order #004501, $18.00 plus shipping and handling.
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IS GOING TO BE A SHIFT AND A SWAY — THERE’S GOING TO BE 
A GOD EXPOSURE OF PEOPLE’S ROLES THAT I BELIEVE WILL 
CONTINUE EVEN INTO THE NEXT ADMINISTRATION. 

THE ELECTION — AN END TO SHOWMANSHIP —  
THE LORD IS CALLING FOR SOBERMINDEDNESS —  

HE IS CALLING FOR MEASURED WISDOM 
And then the Lord said He is calling now for TEMPERANCE — 
He is calling for SOBER MINDEDNESS — 
He is calling for MEASURED WISDOM — 
And then He started speaking about the ELECTION, 
and about the SPIRIT ON THE MEDIA in this Election and I 

sensed the Lord’s grieving — that it was time for us as the Lord’s own 
to rise in prayer and bind the JEZEBELIC SPIRIT on the media and the 
BEGUILING SPIRITS and SPIRITS OF WITCHCRAFT that have been 
released — It’s a showman spirit on this election. 

THE LORD’S DISPLEASURE  
And I sensed the Lord’s displeasure with the divisiveness and 

attacks and devouring taking place between the parties in the Election 
— It was hard for Him to RELEASE HIS FULL BLESSING when the 
spirits operating over the parties in the Election were the opposing spirit 
to the KINGDOM OF GOD. 

And I sensed the enemy’s pleasure over the divisiveness. I sensed 
many other things concerning the Election: 

“DO NOT TAKE STOCK IN THE APPEARANCE OF A MAN 
OR WOMAN — CALL OUT MY JOSEPHS — I AM CALLING FOR 
MEASURED WISDOM — I AM CALLING FOR TEMPERANCE — I AM 
CALLING MY JOSEPHS.” 

It was imperative that as the Body of Christ we were not praying our 
own agendas but the Agenda of the ONLY ONE WHO TRULY KNOWS 
AND READS ALL HEARTS — AND TO PRAY FOR THE FATHER’S 
WILL AND ONLY THE FATHER’S WILL TO BE ACHIEVED IN THE 
ELECTION. 

No matter how much we feel we understand and know, we still see 
through a glass so darkly. 

And I heard the same words again — Temperance — 
Sobermindedness — Measured Wisdom. 

He said many other things, which I will share if the Lord releases 
me to do so in the weeks ahead but I am not led to share them at this 
time. However I sense with a great burden that the Lord is calling for His 
people to cover the Election with Heaven-directed prayer. 

TORNADO — EYE OF THE STORM PASSING OVER HOUSES 
And finally I saw this huge tornado and it was the financial situation 

upon the earth. 
And I saw it come and there was a whole city and it just went through 

the whole city and the city was devastated and I saw these houses that 
stayed and they were beautiful and they were completely intact. 

The eye of the storm passed over these houses but they were 
completely intact. 

Nothing was touched. Not their gardens or fences. 
And the Father said for those of you who have loved Him 
For those of you who have served HIM 
For those of you who have set your heart on Him 

And He kept saying, for those of you who have kept your substance 
on Him 

He said the destroyer will pass over you because the Blood of the 
Lamb, the living Blood of the Lamb was over all of those houses which 
represent the people who have truly loved the Lord and their substance 
is set on the Lord. And it was like a canopy, the protection of the Lord that 
even as the eye of the storm passed across your life, your finances, your 
mortgages, passed across the banks — 

The Lord promised THAT HE IS GOING TO KEEP YOU. THAT HE 
IS NOT GOING TO LET YOU DOWN, THAT HE WILL NOT FORSAKE 
YOU — THAT HE TRULY IS WITH YOU AND THAT YOU WILL SEE 
HIS PROVISION, YOU WILL SEE HIS LOVE AND THAT YOU WILL 
SEE WHAT YOU HAVE INTACT IN HIS DAY. 

“And a thousand may fall at your side and ten thousand at your right 
hand but it shall not come near you.” Only a spectator you will be. 

 

EXCERPT FROM WWW.UNKNOWNPROPHET.COM 
This is another excerpt from Unknown Prophet written many years 

ago, but for all who have served the Lord faithfully with their substance, 
the Lord said: 

“But for those who have been found faithful to My Father in the 
monetary matters of the earth, to those who have not set their heart 
upon the possessions and the riches that I have blessed them with, but 
have laid up their treasures in Heaven and have given of My substance 
to feed the poor and those of lesser fortune than themselves — for those 
who have poured out My substance through the vehicles that I have 
raised up to preach the gospel in these end-times and have given of their 
[finances] generously and joyfully with a thankful heart — to these ones 
comes a multiplication, a multiplication not as in the past. For in the past 
it was a multiplication of five and of tens, but in this coming time, says 
the Lord, I shall multiply My substance supernaturally upon these ones 
that it shall be a hundred and a thousandfold. 

“And I shall yet open up unseen riches that until now have been 
hidden in the secret places of the Earth. And to these ones I shall pour 
out upon [them] the gold of Ophir and the treasures of Solomon. I shall 
pour upon them the gold hidden deep under the earth and the oil, even 
the oil shall come into their hands. These will not have to tremble when 
My Judgment falls for I shall keep their substance safe in the eye of the 
storm. For their substance is indeed My substance and their inheritance 
is My inheritance. For they are the proven ones, the ones whose treasure 
is fixed in Me. 

“And so in these latter days you shall see them come forth as 
guiding lights rising from within the world system but rising from out of 
the world’s system. Yes they shall rise. Watch now and see if they will not 
come forth. And through them My 
ministers shall be blessed, and shall 
do their exploits, and through their 
faithfulness in the hidden places so My 
Gospel shall yet be financed and shall 
be preached through all the nations 
of the Earth. So be it. Amen.” 

Rory and Wendy Alec are 
founders of God TV, a world-wide 
television ministry with their head 
office in Jerusalem.  WWW.GOD.TV
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This Is the Time to Take Your Stand!  

TAKING YOUR STAND IN VICTORY

Romans �:1- � “Therefore being justified by 
faith, we have peace with God through our Lord 
Jesus Christ: By whom also we have access by 
faith into this grace wherein we stand, and rejoice 
in hope of the glory of God. And not only so, but we 
glory in tribulations also: knowing that tribulation 
worketh patience; And patience, experience; and 
experience, hope: And hope maketh not ashamed; 
because the love of God is shed abroad in our 
hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us.”

The Lord spoke clearly to me, saying “This 
is the time to take your stand for times of great 
adversity are coming.”

The stand we take is a stand of faith by which 
we enter into the grace of God. Whatever our 
circumstances, His grace will always be sufficient 
to bring us through in victory — if we believe. 
Tribulations may come, but it is important to allow 
the situations in our lives to make us stronger in our 
stand of faith and also to allow disappointments, 
hurts or losses to work in us a work of patience, 
changing us into the image of Christ.

Ephesians �:1� “Wherefore take unto you 
the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to 
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to 
stand.”

Make sure that all the weapons of your warfare 
are polished and that your armour is in place, 
remembering especially to have your sword, the 
living Word of God, polished and ready in your 
mouth, to execute the written judgment against the 
enemy of your soul (Ps. 1��).

REJOICING ALWAYS!

What an amazing key we have received! If we 
could apply this key ALWAYS in the hope of the 
glory of God, we will see breakthrough in the most 
unexpected ways, standing amazed at God who 
is working behind the scenes on our behalf — far 
above what we could pray or think. I personally 

have sensed many a time that God was watching 
my heart to see how I would react when things did 
not go the way I wanted. I found a glorious secret, 
namely that if I could rejoice in the Lord while my 
patience was tested, I always ended up with an 
unexpected blessing. What an amazing God we 
serve!

FIXING OUR GAZE ON HIM

Have you noticed how easily a negative situation 
can cause us to get distracted? Fixing our gaze 
steadfastly on Him is part of our “STAND,” for Acts 
�:�� recalls David’s statement about the Lord: “I 
foresaw the Lord always before my face, for he 
is on my right hand, that I should not be moved: 
Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue was 
glad; moreover also my flesh shall rest in hope…”

Because of a steadfast gaze we will have a 
steadfast stand and not be moved when storms 
come, for our house is founded upon the Rock.

And there is the REJOICING part again! When 
your heart is rejoicing in gazing on Him, your 
tongue will extol Him and your flesh shall be resting 
in hope in HIM! Do not give in to the temptation 
to start murmuring and complaining and agreeing 
with negative situations, but hold on to your joy, 
using the master key to gain your victory:

THE MASTER KEY

I have not found a better way into victory than 
to worship the Lord with all my might in all situations. 
Therefore I want to encourage you to not look at a 
negative circumstance and engage in it with your 
soul, but withdraw into the Spirit, get the word of 
God on it while you worship and then worship Him 
some more with His Word, rejoicing in the victory, 
and you will see your situations coming in alignment 
with the spoken Word of God! God’s abundant 
blessings over you, your family, your ministry or 
business, your neighborhood, your Church, your 
city and into the nations — wherever you set your 
foot — as you speak and do His Word in obedience 
and take the Kingdom by force!

by Elsabe Briers


